Automated Window Coverings
Providing Solutions for Everyday Living
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Home Motion by Somfy...

Somfy, the world leader in the design and manufacture of specialized motors and electronic controls
for interior and exterior window coverings, is committed to providing convenient solutions for dayto-day living. With Somfy products, users experience a better quality of life and have more time to enjoy
life’s daily pleasures. Tasks such as adjusting those hard-to-reach window coverings, controlling glare
or protecting valuable furnishings from the sun are now simplified. At the touch of a button, window
coverings can be instantly adjusted to changing activities or the varying sun conditions.

Turn the page - discover Home Motion by Somfy and how automated window coverings provide for
greater convenience, comfort and control in everyday life...
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Sonesse™
Putting your window coverings in motion...quietly
Somfy now offers noise reduction technology with the Sonesse™ motor range. Sonesse provides ultra-quiet operation for a variety
of window coverings and is available with built-in Radio Technology Somfy® (RTS). RTS means shades can be operated from
virtually anywhere in the house without direct line of sight. Similar to how a garage door opener operates, radio
signals travel through walls and make it possible to control multiple coverings throughout the home alone or as a group.

Easily Adjust Hard-To-Reach Window Coverings

Somfy is your solution...
Now, at the touch of a button,
hard-to-reach window coverings
are simple to control. It’s no
longer necessary to climb into the
bathtub, reach over furniture,
step onto a stool in the kitchen
or ascend a ladder in a two story
foyer to adjust shades and blinds.
The Telis Pure remote control is
the perfect answer with a fresh
clean look that matches any décor.
It’s so easy, it’s Somfy!

Telis Pure Five Channel
Radio Technology Somfy®

Conveniently Manage Glare
Somfy is your solution...
Glare can be annoying while
trying to watch your favorite
television show, surf the web
or read the morning paper.
An ideal solution is to manage
glare with a Somfy hand-held
remote control. The Telis
Lounge is available for the most
sophisticated styles. At the
simple touch of a button, shades
and blinds will open or close to
adjust to the changing sunlight
in a room.

Telis Lounge Single Channel
Radio Technology Somfy®

Effortlessly Adjust Window Coverings

Somfy is your solution...
Motorized window coverings
solve the problem of trying to
adjust large or heavy shades
and provide ease of use for the
elderly or handicapped. The
tedious task of raising and
lowering a group of coverings is
now simplified with the Telis
Composio. This 20 channel remote
control features an on-screen
display for easy navigation and
offers the convenience of adjusting
window coverings in multiple
zones throughout the home.

Telis Composio Lounge
Radio Technology Somfy®

Automatically Protect Furnishings
Somfy is your solution...
Many homeowners too often
experience the damaging effects
of the sun’s UV rays on floor
coverings, furniture, wall coverings
and artwork. The Impresario
Chronis is a timer that allows
users to program specific times
of the day to automatically
adjust window coverings in
different areas of the house,
protecting interiors from the
fading effects of direct sunlight.

Telis Impresario Chronis Silver
Radio Technology Somfy®

Instantly Create Privacy

Somfy is your solution...
One touch privacy helps create
the ideal environment whether
preparing for a bath, relaxing in
bed or enjoying time with the
family at home. And with the
battery powered DecoFlex WireFree™
5 Channel
DecoFlex WireFree™ RTS

RTS wall switch, window coverings
may be controlled when entering
or exiting a room, just like the
lights. The switch may be seamlessly
installed with-out wiring next to
any light switch or stand alone, and
is never misplaced.

Reduce Energy Costs
Somfy is your solution...
Having shades automatically raise
or lower at certain times of the
day helps to manage heat gain in
summer months and heat loss
during the winter-reducing monthly
energy bills.
The Sunis Indoor WireFree RTS
is a sensor that uses the intensity of
the sun to provide automatic control
of window coverings. This feature
optimizes room temperature levels as
well as protects furnishings from
harmful UV rays.

Sunis Indoor
WireFree™ RTS
Sun Sensor
Chronis Timer
Radio Technology Somfy®

Increase Security
The Chronis combination timer
wall switch may be programmed
to automatically adjust window
coverings at preset times
throughout the day. This feature
provides added security to an
unoccupied home by creating a
lived in look even while homeowners are away on vacation.

Control Options
Radio Technology Somfy® (RTS)
Revolutionizing Home Comfort Control

Telis Collection

Radio Technology Somfy® (RTS) means
window coverings can be operated from
virtually anywhere in the house without
the need to point or aim the transmitter
at shades/blinds. Similar to how a garage
door operates, radio waves travel through
walls giving users the capability of
controlling their window coverings from a
variety of rooms in the home. It's now

Telis Lounge
Single Channel

Telis Lounge
Five Channel

Telis Silver
Single Channel

Telis Silver
Five Channel

Telis Patio
Single Channel

Telis Patio
Five Channel

possible to adjust shades in the kitchen
from the couch in the living room.
Controls featuring Radio Technology Somfy®
(RTS) enable users to operate their window
coverings individually or as a group. Options
include: hand-held remote controls, wireless
wall switches and programmable timers.

Telis Transmitter Wall Holder

Telis Pure
Single Channel

Telis Modulis Silver
Five Channel

Telis Pure
Five Channel

Telis Modulis Lounge
Five Channel

New scroll wheel for precise adjustment of horizontal blinds

Telis Modulis Silver
Five Channel

Radio Technology Somfy

Telis
Composio Silver

Telis Impresario
Chronis Silver

Telis
Composio Lounge

20 channel remote with on-screen display

Telis Impresario
Chronis Lounge

Multi channel timer with on-screen display

Sunis

Chronis

Chronis Comfort

Thermo Sunis
Indoor WireFree™
Sun Sensor

Sunis Indoor WireFree™
Sun Sensor

DecoFlex

1 Channel Button
DecoFlex WireFree™ RTS
(WHITE)

2 Channel Button
DecoFlex WireFree™ RTS
(BLACK)

3 Channel Button
DecoFlex WireFree™ RTS
(IVORY)

4 Channel Button
DecoFlex WireFree™ RTS
(WHITE)

All DecoFlex WireFree™ RTS wall switches include mounting hardware for easy installation anywhere in the home.
Printed Channel buttons are available to replace blank channel buttons or those with temporary stick on labels.

5 Channel Button
DecoFlex WireFree™ RTS
(BLACK)

*All switches are available in 3 finishes

®

Power Options
WireFree™
Battery Powered
Door windows, skylights
and specific types of building
construction may create a
challenge in concealing unsightly
power cords. The solutionSomfy’s WireFree™ Battery
Powered systems.

Somfy’s patented battery
technology powers a variety
of window coverings that
install in minutes. All Radio
Technology Somfy® motors
are compatible with a wide
selection of controls: wireless
wall switches, hand-held
remotes, and automated timers.

Plug-In
For maintenance-free operation
simply plug directly into standard
household wall outlets. The
thin power cord may be hidden
behind draperies, side panels,
top treatments, furniture or along
window frame molding to
preserve the décor of the room.

Integrated Home Control
Did you know window coverings
powered by Somfy may be integrated
with total home control systems?
The same remote, touch-screen or
wall panel which controls lighting,
security, HVAC and audio video
equipment can also adjust motorized
window coverings. And with the
flat screen trend transforming virtually
any room in the house into a
“home theater”, motorized window
coverings are becoming part of the
norm. It’s so easy it’s Somfy!

Life Simplified...

Sheer Horizontal Shades

Drapery
2” Horizontal Blinds

Somfy is your solution..

Roman/Woven Shades

Window coverings powered by

Take comfort knowing

Somfy provide convenience,

Somfy’s full range

comfort and control-all at the

of motors and controls

touch of a button. Problems

are backed by a 5 year warranty. So

such as, glare control, privacy,

quality is guaranteed.

security, protecting valuable
furnishings and adjusting those
hard-to-reach window coverings
are now solved. No matter the
application, Somfy has the
solution.

Pleated/Cellular Shades

Somfy motors can adapt to all
types of interior window coverings.
Roller/solar shades, pleated/
cellular shades, 2” horizontal
blinds, roman/woven shades, sheer
horizontal shades or draperies.
It’s up to you.

Roller/Solar Shades

Experience Your Creations In Motion
Home Motion by Somfy
Technology for residential
applications is constantly progressing.
Movements that seem natural to us,
such as closing a blind manually
by hand, are today considered old
fashioned. Somfy has been developing
window coverings motorization
solutions for over thirty years, and
has created the Home Motion by Somfy
concept. By coordinating motors
and electronic controls, Home Motion
by Somfy provides users with a new

Interior Window
Coverings In Motion™
By Somfy Systems Inc.
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Order the latest Window
Coverings In Motion DVD and
experience Somfy products in
action. Watch as shades,

choice of practical and reliable
solutions.

Easily adjust hard-toreach window coverings
Conveniently manage glare
Effortlessly control large
window coverings
Automatically protect
valuable furnishings
Instantly create privacy
Increase security
Reduce energy costs

blinds and even draperies
move with ease-at the touch

With a complete range of motors and

of a button or automatically.

controls, Home Motion by Somfy offers
a variety of solutions, from the

To order your DVD or learn more
about Somfy solutions, please visit
www.somfysystems.com or call
877-43SOMFY.

simplest to the most sophisticated.

somfysystems.com

SOMFY SYSTEMS, INC.
NORTH AMERICA HEADQUARTERS
47 COMMERCE DRIVE
CRANBURY NJ 08512
(P) 877 43 SOMFY
(P) 609 395 1300
(F) 609 395 1776
SOMFY FLORIDA
6100 BROKEN SOUND PKWY
NORTHWEST SUITE 14
BOCA RATON, FL 33487
(P) 877 43 SOMFY
(P) 561 995 0335
(F) 561 995 7502
SOMFY CALIFORNIA
15291 BARRANCA PKWY
IRVINE, CA 92618
(P) 877 43 SOMFY
(F) 949 727 3775
SOMFY CANADA
6315 SHAWSON DRIVE UNIT 1
MISSISSAUGA, ONTARIO L5T1J2
(P) 800 667 6639
(P) 905 564 6446
(F) 905 564 2679
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